Abstract. Variable weight synthesis method is a safety assessment method which is using the varied weight principle, base on analytic Hierarchy Process and combining the theory of Grey relevancy, it reduce influence that secondary cause is not obvious in assessment process, and make the result more correct and dependable. In the paper, variable weight principle and the assessment method were expounded detailedly.
Variable weight principle and Variable weights method

Variable weight principle
In the literature "The application of variable weight synthesis method in estimate of real estate investment environment", variable weight synthesis method is the definition of:
1) Assume that a m-dimensional vector, 
be called m-d vector of parts variable weight。
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1.2Amendment of variable weights method
In the variable weights method, when synthesis assessment the assessed value of hundred-mark system, it will result data with denominator larger, and produce larger round-off error. For convenience of calculations and considering the required precision, to transform hundred-mark system into percentage of system, and then, by adjusting coefficients in the formulas, getting the synthesis assessed value of hundred-mark system. in addition, for some sequences of inspection data, it is impossible to collect all the data, but it is needed to compare the curve of sequences of inspection data, so in this paper, considering base on the grey theory related principle to offset the malconformation and incomprehensive of data. The paper make the improvement.
In formula：V is the assessed value; 
In formula, ) , ,
is balanced function，according to experience of engineering practice, the balanced function is:
simultaneous equations (3) and (4), it can get: The inspection data of bridge can be divided into three categories: the first kind is non-numeric data with describing the state of bridge components only or dividing grade simply; the second is a single numerical; and the third is a data series. it is needed that applies dimensionless method to the third kind data, compare and analyze the two curves of data series. Introduce grey correlativity analysis and calculate non-uniform variation coefficient to get the assessment result, the formula as follows. ( ( 1))
Advantage of variable weight synthesis method
Compared with constant weight synthesis method, variable weight synthesis method can make the influence of components with damage badly more prominent. In structure, maybe individual component damage can be lead to the bridge operational be limited, even impact to the safety of the bridge. Compared with the result of constant weight synthesis method and variable weight synthesis method as below. Table1 assess table of 58.64
The conclusion is "disqualified".
The different conclusion with the different value of  is show in table2. The value of  reflect tolerance of local damage, with the increase of  , tolerance increase. Table2 consultable table of By the above examples, it can be got that when the subsidiary facilities damage badly, the result of constant weight synthesis method is "qualified" while variable weight synthesis method is "disqualified". It is show that variable weight synthesis method can well reflect the local defect and considering the malconformation into assessment. It is more tally with the actual situation.
Application example of method
The inspection data of line shape control about abridge is in According to formula (5), calculate variation of weight show as fig.1 as below.
